Mecosta Farmers Bid Penneys at Mortgage Sale

$2.06 Pays $150 Obligation When Neighbors Take Action

112 East Hits

The Mecosta County depositories in farm personal property and houses and other articles of value once owned by a man who lived in this township more than 30 years ago, a farmer, brought prices like the ninepins in 38 at a mortar. The second annual sale of his estate was held last Thursday evening, said to be the largest real estate sale ever held in the county, according to the sale of the town site at 35th and Fourth Ave. and an old building on the site. The sale netted $135.00, paid to the county treasurer.

It was the first time in Mecosta County history that a sale of real estate has been made to the town of the estate of a man who lived in the county more than 20 years ago. The sale was held by the Mecosta County real estate society, which was formed last year.

Bill No. 20 Will Boost Auto Insurance Rates

The legislation, which would be the largest ever adopted by the Michigan legislature, is a bill providing for the increase of automobile insurance rates, which would be used for the support of the state and county governments. The bill was introduced by Representative C. R. Megee, of State College, and was referred to the committee on finance.

Michigan Resists 9th Place as Oil Producer

The Michigan State Board of Conservation has announced that the state of Michigan is now in its ninth position as an oil producer, having passed Kansas and Tennessee. The state of Michigan is now in the top nine positions, having passed Kansas and Tennessee.

LIVE STOCK EXHIBITION TO CELEBRATE AT 10TH ANNIV. MEET

Detroit and Buffalo House Return $300,000 Savings

To Be Given to Ann Arbor Mayor

The Detroit and Buffalo House, in celebration of its 10th anniversary, will give the mayor of Ann Arbor a gift of $300,000, to be used for the benefit of the city. The gift was announced in a letter from Mr. Plottz, president of the house, to the mayor.

Repeal Statutes Holding Up Local Gov't Expenses

Costs Fixed by Law Block Economy, Farm Bureau Man Declares

I. L. L. S. —Benefits of superintendents of schools are going to be reduced by the passage of a bill now pending in the legislature, which will fix the salaries of these officers. The bill has been passed by the legislature and is now before the governor for his signature.

GOES AFTER HIDE SCAM

Ionia Bureau Asks C. J. Jury To Probe Stock Sales

Ionia—(The) Ionia Bureau of the Michigan State Farm Bureau has presented a motion to the court, asking for an investigation of the stock sales made by the Michigan State Farm Bureau. The motion was presented by Mr. Plottz, president of the bureau, and was referred to the committee on finance.

New Alliances Formed to Reduce Dairying Costs

Bill Lang—Allegedly, a new alliance has been formed to reduce dairying costs. The alliance has been formed by dairy farmers of the state, who have been working together to reduce the costs of dairying. The alliance has been formed by dairy farmers of the state, who have been working together to reduce the costs of dairying.

Michigan Rises to 9th Place as Oil Producer

The Michigan State Board of Conservation has announced that the state of Michigan is now in its ninth position as an oil producer, having passed Kansas and Tennessee. The state of Michigan is now in the top nine positions, having passed Kansas and Tennessee.

260 Egg Hen's Profit Equals That of 18.3 Cents

The state of Michigan is now in the top nine positions, having passed Kansas and Tennessee. The state of Michigan is now in the top nine positions, having passed Kansas and Tennessee.

Money Talks

"...come on, our case when the state will pay us..."
Letters From Our Readers

Urges Tuition Law Repeal

Dear Editor:

[Redacted for privacy]

Yours truly,

[Redacted for privacy]

Hiram on Quilting

Dear Editor:

[Redacted for privacy]

Yours truly,

[Redacted for privacy]

FARM BUREAU FENCE

made of Copper Bearing Steel

lasts longer

Farmers are beginning to rebel against the public school law, which is big, blocky, clean burning. •

While reading in an old book recently, I came across a paragraph that caught my eye. It read: "While people are born in poverty, they can rise above it."

This sentence struck me as being true and relevant to our current situation. It's a reminder that even in times of economic distress, we can still strive to improve ourselves and our communities. As farmers, we are constantly working to better our lives and the lives of our families. This dedication to self-improvement is what makes us strong and resilient.

I urge you to join me in supporting the repeal of the public school law. Together, we can make a difference in our lives and the lives of those around us.

Yours truly,

[Redacted for privacy]

Classified Ads

POLLY

FARM SUPPLIES

FURNITURE

Classified advertisements accepted, subject to a minimum charged of 10 cents per word. Minimum charge in any one classified advertisement, 50 cents.

Poultry

BABY CHICKS

For Sale

Live Stock

WANTED—FARM WORK

For Sale or Trade

WANTED—TO RENT

Farm Bureau Services, Inc., Lansing, Michigan

FIRE! but the TELEPHONE

summons help to the farm instantly

When fire threatens the lives of loved ones, or valuable farm property or stock that represent the savings of years, the telephone will summon aid immediately, day or night.

Just one telephone call, in case of sudden sickness, fire, accident or other emergency, may be worth the cost of telephone service for a lifetime.

FARM BUREAU FENCE

made of Copper Bearing Steel

lasts longer

The use of copper-bearing steel in Farm Bureau Fences gives them a strength and durability that is unsurpassed. With a copper content of less than 2%, Farm Bureau Fences not only resist corrosion, but are also resistant to barbed wire. For a free fence sample, call or write to your local Farm Bureau office.
Farm Bureau Patronage Dividends

Lansing, Michigan

Farmers' Buying Guide

Monmouth, Illinois

Grouting Wax

NATIONAL CARBIDE & SODA COMPANY

COOKING AND BARRETTING

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE!
USE WITH CONFIDENCE!

CONSUMERS SERVICE CORPORATION

BUREAU SERVICE

Lansing, Michigan

$1,000 INSURANCE FOR $5

Every Six Months

Our Policy

Get All the Facts

You Can Afford Success

They Wait About the Times But Object to Any Changes

WASHTENAW FARM BUREAU YOUTH'S PRESENT PLANS

4-H Club Members Make Up Cast of Detour

By Mrs. Robert W. Martin

The boy in the picture is a 4-H Club member from Washtenaw County who, with a group of his peers, will be appearing in the feature film "Detour." The boy's participation in this project exemplifies the kind of community involvement that is encouraged by the 4-H Club. The National 4-H Congress, held annually, is a major event for 4-H members across the United States. This year, the Congress will be held in Lansing, Michigan. SIMPSON GRANITE WORKS, SON, 511 Cedar St., Lansing, Mich.

Pioneer Farmers Are Honored at Meeting

Pioneer farmers are honored at a meeting held in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The meeting is attended by a large number of farmers and draws attention to the contributions made by these early settlers. These events serve to celebrate the history of agriculture and the individuals who have shaped the industry.

GAS COMPANIES' SALES AT 79 PCT. OF THE 1929 PEAK

1932 Good, as 1932; Retreat From Giles Shown in Customer Losses

Ann Arbor—Oil prices and rates were down at most field offices of manufacturers on March 1932, according to the Michigan State, itself this month. This company, according to the Michigan State, itself this month, has said that the oil and gas industry is in the black.

Miscellaneous

Lansing—Directors of the Michigan State Land Bank have announced that they plan to give preference to farmers who are unable to make their payments when they are due. This decision is aimed at supporting local economies and assisting farmers in need.

Farmers' Week, paid tribute to many other factors in the cooperative movement. The farm bureau is a strong advocate for the cooperative movement and its role in advancing the interests of farmers.

Nationwide, analysts believe that the market is in for a period of consolidation. This is particularly true in the dairy industry, where prices have been falling for several months.

Farmers' Week, paid tribute to many other factors in the cooperative movement. The farm bureau is a strong advocate for the cooperative movement and its role in advancing the interests of farmers.

The Mighty Fracture

For a week or more, but a mighty moment in the total, the mighty split in the earth's crust has formed a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. This mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. This mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. This mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. This mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. This mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. A mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust. The mighty fracture is a mighty fracture, or a mighty crevice, in the earth's crust.

Live Stock Men!

Buy Your Feeders...Finance Your Purchases...Sell Your Produce...Join Us Now or Later!

You can save your stock to feed out or sell. Bet this year and start your income of $10,000. Make a huge investment of $3,000 or more in property, real estate, machinery, and livestock. Be sure to get the best advice and advice from your local Livestock Men. We have all the information you need to make the best decisions for your business. This company, the Livestock Men, always has been and will continue to be the leading source of information for feeders and feeders of all sizes.

Swift & Company

Swift & Company, 200 East Market Street, Baltimore, Maryland.
CLOVER AND ALFALFA SEED FOR 1933

MICHIGAN FARM NEWS

FARM BUREAU BRAND SEEDS are guaranteed to give results—money refunded on the purchase price if re- sults are not as detailed in the description on the label. Always specify Farm Bureau seeds.

Michigan Variegated is uncertified seed from the above and other high grade strains and is highly recommended. We have Montana Grinni and Montana common, which all Michigan farmers know are adapted to Michigan and are heavy growers.

5. Farm Bureau guarantees you northern grown, winter hardy alfalfa and clover seeds. They are genuine varieties. We select heavy yielding strains free from weeds and crop mixtures. We also guarantee the purity, quality and germination to be as represented.

Michigan's Co-op 32% is the best buy Farm Bureau's dependable seeds for 1933. They produce the best yields and the highest grades.

1,200 MILE Oil and Up

Farm Bureau 100% paraffin base, de-waxed motor oils are built to go far and cost little. How important now!

WYF THEY COST LESS
Farm Bureau oils and their 29 to 35c per quart, bottled, because as licensed as any oil. Each Farm Bureau oil is as...